
3rd LIVE EC MEETING
12&13 August, Istanbul, Turkey

Day 1

1. Presentation of agenda and expectations
Moderation: Panina
Minutes: Zhenia

Before presentation of agenda from the moderator, EC agrees on moderation, minutes taking 
and other technical stuff. Moderator presents the agenda and opens the floor for expectations
round. EC makes the round of personal updates. 

Ozge, outgoing Project coordinator, shares her feedback on her working experience at CDN. 
EC welcomes new project coordinator, Masha Dzneladze. 

2. Restructuring CDN - Roles and responsibilities within Office
Secretariat shares feedback on how they were adjusting to the new work division between 
Project and Network coordinator. 

3.Defining policies - Network
At this point, EC focuses on redefining the policies with regard to CDN structures, how to 
execute them. EC discusses about more tailored approach towards Mos, in reassessing the 
capacities and needs of our MOs. Same discussion is done regarding the approach towards 
Working Groups. 

4. Prep-team and Local team selection for third seminar of AWP

EC and Office discuss the composition of Prep team for the last phase of the annual work 
plan, by going through the received applications. Additionally to that, EC and office discuss 
the importance of having a Local team devoted in helping out CDN but also gaining 
experience in organizing the event. 

5. External Communication and social media
Under this point EC decides to draft CDN communication strategy that will be oriented on 
promoting the outputs and strategically getting message across through CDN social network 
channels.



Day 2

6. Past projects and upcoming ones

6.1 Prague summer school
Kristina from Secretariat together with Luka from EC give feedback on the implementation of 
this activity. Logistically, it was a learning experience for CDN to conduct one event in one EU 
country, also by collaborating with a partner organization  like Czech Young Greens.  

6.2. Climate Strike Webinar

In this point the EC responsible people update on the webinar. They outline some technical 
difficulties they encountered and brought recommendation for future webinars on regard to 
technicality and content-wise.

6.3 Balkan round table

Office responsible person together with Anamarija update on the current preparations for this 
event. It will be focused on fighting against nationalistic view of environmental protection, 
particularly about the hydro plants. The event aims to give more global green perspective to 
activists.

EC brainstorms on other ideas related to the topic that can be squeezed inside the program fo
this roundtable. 

6.4 Networking event in Turkey

Office responsible person together with Anamarija update on the current preparations for this 
event. This event comes consecutively after the EC meeting. Ozge updates on the logistical 
arrangements and go through the program altogether. 

6.5 2020 Annual Work Plan on Gender 

This AWP will be implemented by 2020, but the preparations will start earlier.
The timeline should be revised by project coordinator together with one EC member.



7.1 Study Session - Social Rights
EC decided to write an application for a study session on Social rights to submit it for the 1st 
October deadline. 

The study session will be focused on the following thematics:

-Perspective from precarious conditions 
-Discrimination and sexual harassment 
- working conditions/ working hours

7.2 EYF structural grant
Sopho from Secretariat and Luka with Fatima from the board will be working on the 
application for this. 

8. Feedback to each-other
EC and office give feedback to each-other and reflect on their work so far. 
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